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A thousand vacant ladders live inside of a girls mind,
Which ones better she's never sure.
She's crying at the bottom because each one is
appealing.
But no one's up there waiting for her.

Whatever I become now is gonna kill you in your sleep
from miles away.
All I could have done now is never on my mind.
Not this time.

A hundred miles an hour memories play on her
windshield,
home movies of a mind in denial.
She puts her worst foot forward with a false breath of
closure,
but no one's looking her in the eye.

I'm stuck in your intentions getting lost more everyday.
But, I've got chemicals and miracles to help me find my
way.
If what goes around just comes around again than I'm
ok.
But, am I human if I want to stay away?

She says look at me because I'm standing in you shoes.
She says just look at me because I'm standing in your
shoes.
I'm sitting at your table. she says I'm sitting at your
table.
I'm sitting at your table and it's turning and it's turning
and it's burning a hole in me
the size of what I wish I was and never will become.
Don't push me through another day.
I'll make it in the end.

I'm nothing when the next begins.
I'm nothing until your suffering, suffering in my hands.
I'm nothing till your suffering.
I'm nothing to you.
I'm nothing to you.
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I'm nothing until a hundred broken ladders live inside
of a boys mind.
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